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Fellow American Citizens: 
How can we as a people ever come to see or understand the real thruth behind the agenda's of Fusion Center's,and Government Sponsered GangStalking if
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their real motive's are deliberatley non-transparent. 
We are told by our government that activie's that stem from these directive's which are non transparent are for our national security and self preservation from
foriegn and domestic threat's. 
I do not belive this:Innocent Men Woman, Children and family's are literally destroyed by the covert activie's that are immplemented from these directive's that
are channeled down and thru our OUR Governemnet. 
GangStalking is and can be literally perpetrated on ANYONE for ANY REASON the Government chooses literally. 
They engage the protocol's to acheive the directive's thru absolutley illegal and highly immoral avenue's and manuver's,desighned to mark a target,intimmidate
and harrass a tartget,to ruin a target's life literally inside and out ,this include's torture. 
A learning Disabled Woman was tortured in Dearborn Mi repeadedley thru GangStalking Tactic's that were initiated she belive's thru Dearborn City
Hall,Community Group's were used to aid and abbed in their GangStalking tactic's,including Dearborn Alcoyholic's Anonymous Meeting. 
They have used United States Postal Worker's to aid and Abbed in the deliberate Hinderance,theft,alteration and delayment of her mail as a tool of Psychologial
and emotional distress and 
to keep letter's to TV Station's and the ACLU and in her agbilty in recieving them,this diffinitley include's email deletion's thru Cyberstalking and the deliberate
prevention of her email's being sent to TV Staion's New's Paper's and the ACLU 
The GangStalking Tactic's that were used to Crmminally Solicit the torture of this woman by Provacaction thru and by Association were immplemented in a step
by step process,the method's were exacting methodical and very well thought out.Now as of 02-02-10 their previous method's are literally so hard for them to
immplement that they will 
have to use her current living situation to "i...e.. using her LandLord 
The property owner of the building were she is living and her immidiate neighbor's "who will be used either thru money/slander campaighn's or them being actual
memeber of this GangStalking Network"Renting Adjacent apartment's next to their Target's and using landlord's and even Buisness owners'eversingle one of
these tactic's are LITERALLY GangStalking Tactic's. 
Now here is a specific thing to understand in this case,her rent as of Feburay 2010 is suppossed to be mailed,all's they have to do is wait until this victim mail's
it,steal it or deliberatley delay it"which then they can say she will owe a late fee on her rent"These kind've of tactic's ilustrate a small portion of the
PROVACATION BY AND THRU ASSOCIATION because the victim is aware thru past experience's of their that these are the tactic's they use"Association,and
being aware taht is them Prokoke's extreme emotional responses because this is a serious thing.Keeping someone's rent from being paid if they dont have the
additional money to pay it after they steal the Money Order she got to pay it she is evicted.After being evicted the vcitim,their tartget who is emotionally
potentaited because she know's it's them,is Stalked Harrassed thru Street Theater's and Direct Conversation's literally everywheir she goe's these are the
GangStalking Tactic's taht are described in eversingle GangStalking web Site you will find on the internet. 
They then after creating homelessness thru deliberate covert mean's drive the victim thru theri additional tactic's thru a emotional perpetual 24/7 7 day's and
night's a week quag mire with i desired motive to produce such a emotional effect thru a evental potentiated breakdown the victim run's to the Hospital wheir
Thru the Government solicitation of Corrupt Mental Health Offical's the victim is Deliberatley diagnosed with a total False Diagnoses and when enough of these
are accumulated they institutionalize their target,or evnetaully kill them,will they attempt to do this in the next 4-5 Month's 2-01-10-06-01-10 thru the LandLord of
her current residence or theproerty Owner to deliberatley aid and abbed in this endeaver/which is a clear violation of her Civil Right's,they have done this to her
already using a similar tactic. 
I
Posted by Learning Disabled Woman Tortured in Dearborn Mi at 12:38 PM 
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